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PEDIGREE NOTES

 “I’m especially fond of the Turn-To x Turn-To cross. Thus, mares with SIR TRISTRAM influences 
somewhere or other are worth serious consideration. Further strengthening my case is the fact 
that Satono Aladdin is out of a Storm Cat mare and Storm Cat x Sir Tristram has worked so well in 
New Zealand conditions - writes Phillip Jeffreys (Cloughmore Predigrees)

Featured filly as foal (1 of 8 featured on RICH HILL website)

“In recent years there has developed a strong nick between GALILEO and Storm Cat mares.

“And then there’s Fappiano, the sire of Satono Aladdin’s grand-dam. We all know that Storm Cat 
crosses well with Mr Prospector, but what do you do when you’ve already got these two sires close 
up. There’s a simple answer - find some more MR PROSPECTOR. 

Bring in Miss Milliner’s sire; RIP VAN WINKLE with MISWAKI (Sireline Urban Sea) & 
PROSPECTOR’S FIRE (GDam Stravinsky)

“Finally, we have the go-to stallion of modern breeding - NORTHERN DANCER (ND). His sons 
Lyphard, Storm Bird and Nijinsky already appear in Satono Aladdin, but many Group winners have 
four or five duplications of this great stallion. For example, arguably Deep Impact’s best performer 
is Gentildonna (Bertolini), whose 10 wins include seven Group 1 titles. This toughest of mares is 
inbred to Lyphard 4 x 4 and carries Danzig in her third 
generation as well.

In Miss Milliner’s pedigree, we add ND via SADLERS 
WELLS, NUREYEV & SHAREEF DANCER from her sire 
RIP VAN WINKLE

Interesting to note; Miss Milliner’s GDam FORN VELL 
has a double cross (3s x 4d) to PRINCELY GIFT - (Sire of 
TESCO BOY - 6 x leading sire in Japan)

SATONO ALADDIN is bred on the same Deep Impact x 
Storm Cat cross as ten other Group 1 winners.

DEEP IMPACT is proving successful over daughters and 
Granddaughters of GALILEO (Saxon Warrior springs 
to mind) there are many when crossed with his sire 
SADLERS WELLS. Noting Galileo’s progeny have an 
average winning distance of 11.2 furlongs.

SATONO ALADDIN is by 
champion DEEP IMPACT,a 
truly sensational Turn-To 
line stallion. 
- (165 individual Stks wnrs, 
which 47 are Gr.1 - AEI 3.62)

Is this the NZ OAKS 2023 Winner? 
with Co-Trainer Colm Murray
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